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The “Biocleaner” system is a revolutionary, breakthrough technology that harnesses the power of 
nature to treat all types of organic waste, such as residential, commercial, industrial, municipal 
sectors. The technology has gone through years of research and development in the United States. It 
can also be used to clean waterways such as rivers lakes and bays effectively. 

Unlike other biological treatment systems, which require regular application of microbes, the Biocleaner 
constantly produces its own microbes, eliminating the need to add new microbes every day. The Biocleaner 
is more efficient and an upgrade to the existing technology such as Activated sludge or Sequencing batch 
reactor (SBR).  The Biocleaner is so powerful that it can break down waste so that there is no organic sludge 
waste and we can treat waste at the fastest rate and with the smallest footprint compared to other 
systems. The treatment tanks will be filled with microbes enabling an efficient breakdown of all organic 
waste including oil and grease. A standard Biocleaner system can be pre-engineered to BOD 5mg/L and 

COD 20mg/L or even to non-detect depending on how you do it. 

No Organic sludge is produced. This means that sludge handling or desludging will no longer be needed, 
saving a significant amount of time and money. Sludge Handling costs typically average 90% of your STP 
expenses. Effluent standards are so high that the need for chlorination may no longer be necessity because 
parameters will be met already. 

Each Biocleaner is powered by small 1.5 – 2.1 HP blower depending on unit size, which are smaller than 
other existing technology. Power consumption is significantly low running at least 1.7kWh per 
Biocleaner. No expensive transfer pumps needed. Furthermore, the effectiveness of our patented system 
enables you to recycle 100% of the wastewater. The recycled water can be suitable for flushing, washing, 
irrigation on air- conditioning cooling towers saving money. Excess water can be used to recharge the 
ground water as well. With these benefits, one can boast truly being a more environmental 
responsible entity. 

For new systems, that area footprint required is much smaller than technology such as sequencing 
batch reactors (SBR), saving on capital costs. Typically, the Biocleaner system needs only half of the 
area on an SBR system. The area saved can be used for other purposes. Without the need of a pump 
room, area is saved. 

This is an environmentally friendly technology because methane is production is negligible and because 
the electricity consumption is very low. Instead of methane, which is 21 times worse carbon dioxide as 
a greenhouse gas, the Biocleaner converts the waste into a clean product. In addition, the low power 
consumption keeps the carbon footprint low as well. 

Another benefit of the Biocleaner is that odors will be significantly minimized and isolated. Places 
where odor control is important will benefit greatly from the technology. 

The BioCleaner can be retrofitted to existing sewage plants (STP) or wastewater treatment plants 
(WWTP). The compact nature and easy assemble of the Biocleaner enables almost all existing systems 
to benefit from the advantages of this system. 

The microbes are all-natural and have not been genetically modified.  They are safe from pathogens or 
from risk of mutation. Biocleaner uses specific kind of microbes for the specific kind of waste. 
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The Biocleaner is a complete biological treatment system. In nature, microbes are used to decompose 
dead material until they are returned to the ecosystem. Just like nature, the Biocleaner uses natural 
microbes are used to treat wastewater towards its original form. The microbes are in a special patented 
immobilized state in the form of media. Immobilized state means that the microbes are dormant or 
hibernating. When media or microbes have oxygen and nutrients available, it then activates or awakens 
and will start multiplying. It is the newly produces microbes that will occupy the entire tank and treat the 
wastewater to high standards. The media is located along the bottom horizontal tube of the Biocleaner. 
The microbes use the waste as their food source or where it gets its nutrients. That is why it is critical 
to use specific microbes for each type of waste. The Biocleaner also delivers a very efficient amount of 
Oxygen to the water. This enables the microbes to have a good source of oxygen needed to flourish. The 
Biocleaner is a natural, cost effective, and fast method of treating waste water. 

Frequently Asked Questions: 

Have the microbes been modified? 

No. The microbes are all-natural and are not genetically modified. There is no risk of the microbes mutating 
from its original form. 

What happens to the waste? Where does it go? 

The microbes digest the waste and turn it into carbon dioxide and water. This is a very clean and green 
technology. 

The reaction that occurs (aerobic): 

C6H12O6 + 6O2 6CO2 + 6H2O 

If its by product is carbon dioxide, it is not green? 

No, in anaerobic systems, CO2 will also be produced. However, the big difference is, with Aerobic systems, 
no methane (CH4) is produced. Methane is 21 times worse than carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas. 

Reaction (anaerobic): 

C6H12O6 3CO2 + 3CH4 

How is the BioCleaner different from other systems that use microbes? 

BioCleaner is much more efficient than other biological systems; it is an entire treatment system. Other 
microbes such as efficient microorganisms (EM) are in the form of powder or liquid. This needs to be 
applied regularly and microbes need to be bought regularly. EMs are not as efficient because the microbes 
are washed out, which is why new microbes need to be used. Furthermore, other microbes such as EM do 
not digest sludge waste. With the BioCleaner, microbes are constantly being produced and oxygen is being 
injected to ensure the microbes are given the right conditions to flourish; this makes the system more 
efficient. 

How much sludge can the BioCleaner digest? 

The BioCleaner can digest all biodegradable organic sludge. This includes items such as tissue, however 
breaking down tissue is a slow process. 
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Can the water be used for recycling? 

Yes. The BioCleaner can achieve water to levels for reuse in toilets, urinals, washing clothes, washing 
cars and irrigation of plants. 

Can the wastewater be treated to become potable water? 

Yes. The entire system can be engineered to treat water to potable levels. Besides the BioCleaner, UV 
is needed to kill all pathogens. 

Why is retention time important? 

The microbes cannot instantly digest the waste; it needs time to treat the water. 

What if there is not enough retention time in the tanks? 

If there is limited retention time, then more BioCleaner units can be used in the same tank to speed up the 
process. If there is no time for the microbes to treat the water, more units are put in. 

What if I already have an existing STP? 

In most cases, the BioCleaner can be retrofitted to existing systems. Furthermore, no or minimal 
modification is needed for the BioCleaner system to work. If an existing system is failing to pass regulatory 
standards, the BioCleaner can be used to treat the waste. 

Can BioCleaner get rid of foul odors? 

Yes. Odor will be eliminated from the system because of the breakdown of hydrogen sulfide (H2S). 

Hydrogen sulfide is responsible for the foul rotten egg smell from feces. The microbes will break the 
bond between the hydrogen and sulfide and will digest the sulfide leaving no odor. 

How can you claim that BioCleaner has the lowest carbon footprint in the industry?  

This is because the BioCleaner’s power consumption is low. Furthermore, no methane is produced, which 
is 21 times worse than carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas. 

Is BioCleaner cost effective? 

Yes. Typically, the capital expenses are low. Furthermore, operation and maintenance costs are also 
low. 

How long will the media last? 

The media can last for over 10 years. However due to the currents in the water, the media will 
gradually erode. 

What conditions are best for the microbes? 

pH between 4 and 9; if the pH of the wastewater is too high or low, the microbes will die. The pH of the 
wastewater needs to be neutralized. 

Temperature between 30ºC and 35ºC; the microbes flourish in this temperature, but it can work from 15ºC 
to 42ºC. 

What kind of daily maintenance needs to be performed? 

None. The BioCleaner is a very simple yet effective way to treat wastewater. Just put the BioCleaner in the 
tank or lagoon, turn it on and leave it alone. 

Which parameters can the BioCleaner treat? 

The BioCleaner can decrease the biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total 
suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease, surfactants etc. Also it will increase the dissolved oxygen (DO) in the 
wastewater. 
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What’s so good about micro-bubbles? 

Micro-bubbles increase the oxygen exchange to the wastewater and are much more efficient than 
regular aeration. This is because all the micro-bubbles combine to have a higher surface area enabling 
more oxygen transfer to the wastewater. 

Why is the bioreactor beneath the aeration and not above it? 

That is to preserve the media from breaking. If the media were placed above the aeration grids, the water 
flow through the bioreactor would be more violent, causing the media to break apart quicker. The 
aeration of the BioCleaner creates a vacuum from water below it and at the same time sucks up microbes 
that are made. This way, the media is not disturbed as much and will have a longer life. 

Can the blower be separated from the BioCleaner frame? 

Yes. It was a logical decision to place the blower above the BioCleaner frame so that it would follow it with 
changes in the inflow. However, the blower can be positioned differently. 

How much headspace is needed for the BioCleaner in the tank? 

1-meter headspace would be sufficient for regular usage. 

How should the BioCleaner be placed in the tank or lagoon? 

The BioCleaner can run much more efficiently if it sits level in the water of the tank or lagoon. More oxygen 
exchange and mixing can be done. 

How big will the tank footprint be for one BioCleaner? 

Different waste stream needs different set of microbes, for calculations and quotations we prefer you send 
your information at info@biocleaner.com. 

How deep does the tank have to be for the BioCleaner to be effective? 

The BioCleaner works best with wastewater depths of 3 to 5 meters. The minimum is 1.5 meters; and 
beyond 5 meters, the effectiveness is reduced. 

How much time is need for the assembly of a BioCleaner? 

About one to two hours’ time. 

What is needed to recycle the wastewater? 

A holding tank to keep the treated water is needed. In addition, separate pipes may need to be 
installed to toilet water tank(s) or urinals. 

What are the different kinds of tanks that a conventional system uses? 

Equalization or contact tank is usually the first tank used. It is used to regulate surges in the inflow as well 
as acting to start the anaerobic treatment process. It is just an empty tank. 

Aeration tank is where the wastewater has air added to it. Diffusers usually blow air into the wastewater. 
This uses microbes as well, however is not efficient because there may not have the right microbes or 
enough microbes. 

Clarifying or settling tank is used to let the sludge accumulate at the bottom of the tank. It is used to 
collect the tank. 

Can the BioCleaner treat coliform? 

Yes. The microbes do not eat coliform itself, instead the microbes eat all of the coliform’s food source. 
The microbes outcompete the coliform so that the coliform bacterium dies. It is after the coliform dies do 
the microbes eat the coliform. 

Do the microbes eat living cells? 

No. BioCleaner microbes only eat dead cells. 

mailto:info@biocleaner.com
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How heavy is the BioCleaner? 

It is about 74Kgs. 

How much media is in one BioCleaner? 

45lbs or 20.41 Kgs. 

What kind of blower is being used? 

A low maintenance, high efficiency blowers that comes in 115, 220 or 440v, single phase or 3 phase. 

Can the BioCleaner treat algae problems? 

Yes, in the same way it treats coliform. The BioCleaner microbes and the algae have the same food 
sources. The microbes outcompete the algae and the algae die off. It is when they die do the BioCleaner 
microbes eat the algae. 

Can BioCleaner treat septage waste? 

Yes, with the same process. Septage is much more concentrated with BOD of 3000-9000. 

Can the BioCleaner be turned off to save electricity? 

It is highly NOT recommended, but the microbes can survive for 1 to 2 hours without aeration. 

Ammonia and Nitrogen 

BioCleaner is a complete wastewater treatment system. Effects of high levels of nitrogen can be reduced, 
such as DO depletion, fish poisoning and harmful algae growth. Common examples of nitrogen entering 
wastewater are: urea or urine, food wastes, chemicals in detergents and other agents coming from 
industrial structures. 

When these are flushed and mixed into the sewage system, urea for example, will be immediately 
hydrolized into ammonia. The gaseous form of ammonia in water is converted into ionized ammonia or 
ammonium. 

BioCleaner uses microbes to treat wastewater instead of chemicals. These microbes can treat ammonia 
aerobically. We use different sets of denitrifying and nitrifying bacteria to break down ammonia. We break 
down ammonia to nitrites and nitrates by using our denitrifying bacteria while a different set of nitrifying 
bacteria breaks it further down to elemental Nitrogen which dissipates to the atmosphere through our 
‘Biobed’ development. The Biobed formed is a layer of microbes that will form at the bottom of the waste 
water tanks that contains 20 to 100 billion microbes per cc. 

Since our microbes are facultative, we are able to strip the oxygen from the nitrates thus releasing Nitrogen 
to the air when we hit the anaerobic zones. 
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Here are the steps in which our microbes attack Ammonia: 

1. A microbe attaches to the Ammonia (NH3) and turns into Ammonium (NH4) 

2. Another microbe then attaches to the Ammonium, breaking it down into Nitrites (NO2). 

3. The Nitrites continue to break down, turning into Nitrates (NO3). 

4. These Nitrates are heavy and sink below the Bio-Bed that has formed at the bottom of the tank or 
pond from the multiplication and movement of our microbial mix. 

5. This creates an anoxic space. 

6. Within this anoxic space, another microbe will ‘rip’ the Oxygen (O2) from the Nitrates, effectively 
releasing Nitrogen Gas and Carbon Dioxide into the water column. 

7. Due to constant mixing, there will not be floating scum. No odor will be present. 

Odors 

Odors are a natural part of the substances handled and treated at any wastewater treatment plant. They are 
contained to the wastewater treatment plant site, but there are times that odors drift from the plant site 
depending on the weather conditions and direction of the wind. Sewage Treatment Plants located near 
residential areas are prone or susceptible to legal problems especially when they emit foul, or in worse 
cases, hazardous, odor. 

Treatment operations are designed to reduce the amount of odors present. But there are certain weather 
conditions and equipment maintenance where it may lessen the effectiveness of these routines for odor 
control operations. 

The substances responsible for the diffusion of odors into the atmosphere in the vicinity of a structure are 
mostly gaseous inorganic products which are the main result of the biological activities in the sewage or 
substances w/ high organic compounds which are often caused by the presence of industrial wastes. Some 
of the compounds that comes with bad odors are mercaptans, skatoles, indoles, inorganic acids, aldehydes, 
ketones and organic compounds containing nitrogen or sulfur atoms. 

They can originate from the anaerobic decomposition of compounds with a high molecular weight, 
especially in proteins. These are recognized as being among the causes of bad-smelling odors at the outlet 
of sewer lines and in treatment plants in general. Just because something doesn’t smell bad does not mean 
it isn’t harmful. Some harmful and deadly chemicals can have a sweet scent like benzene. And in some 
cases, no odor at all like carbon monoxide. In other cases, an odor may be mistaken to be an odor of 
another substance. 

http://biocleaner.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Ammonia-Explanation-1.jpg
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An example is Hydrogen Sulfide which resembles the smell of a rotten egg. People may not be aware that 
what they have smelled is already dangerous. Getting sick from chemical odors will depend on what 
chemicals you have been exposed to, how much, how long, and how often you were exposed. 

Odors are a primal warning system. Being exposed to chemical odors from substances such as ammonia and 
chlorine can be of serious or even deadly health impacts, which of course depends on the concentration and 
diffusion of the chemical. Odors can cause a variety of health symptoms which can affect our body systems 
especially an individual’s respiratory. 

Phosphorus 

Phosphorus becomes present in the environment from rocks, fossilized bones from many years ago, or bird 
droppings. Phosphate ions, which are soluble in water, come from weathered rocks as well as erosions. 
When wastes and plant materials decay, phosphate is released and is returned to the environment for 
reuse, thus the cycle. 

Phosphate is a needed nutrient or fertilizer by land plants. It is also taken up by cyano bacteria in open 
waters or algae or even weeds. However, excessive amounts of phosphate can produce and promote a 
surplus of fast-growing algae. 

Water can be plagued by copious amounts of phosphorus through human influences with the introduction 
of commercial synthetic fertilizers. Plants may not be able to make use of all the present phosphate 
fertilizers applied thereby losing it from the land during run-offs. These phosphates are heavy and settle at 
the bottom of the water. 

Phosphorus coming in from sewage treatment plants needs expensive tertiary treatment in order to remove 
all the phosphorus, if not, most of the phosphorus stay and accumulate the tank, and again, more 
phosphorus in the water. Anaerobic time alone will not cause the phosphorus to settle out and because it is 
locked up in the BOD. 

In a tank, when BOD and COD and the proteins are in the process of being broken down, phosphorus will 
also be present. These will settle because they are heavy, but for most sewage treatment plants they don’t 
because of too much turbulence. 

While for BioCleaner, it breaks down BOD and the unit provides gentle mixing, allowing phosphorus to 
settle. Phosphorus is also sequestered by our PAO (phosphorus absorbing organisms). 

After 5 to 10 years, we can recover the Phosphorus by sucking up part of the Biobed and treating further or 
drying it up. 

Sludge 

Sludge refers to the accumulated shells of dead bacteria as well as other fecal materials left from the 
wastewater and sewage treatment procedures. It is also commonly used to describe semi-solids that cannot 
be broken down by the treatment plant. 

Sludge can be problematic if you let it be. To heighten the process of eliminating sludge in a convenient and 
easy way is by the use of BioCleaner. These units are designed to treat all sorts of wastes including toxic 
wastes in the water. We make sure that the effluent is sufficient to pass the standards mandated by the 
government for discharge. It reduces sludge, biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand 
(COD) as well as TSS, FOG nitrates, ammonia, phosphorus and other factors that contribute to the 
depreciation of the quality of water. 

Some problems that arise when a water-body has been compromised are: 

1. Rapid increases in sludge 

2. Foul and strong odours 

3. Increase in Cyano Bacteria, and Blue Algae (which damage fish and plant life) 

4. Pollution and Chemical issues from Fertilizer and Pesticide run-off 

 


